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Who we are

We are a self-organized consulting company with eight members. Our main focus is on German-

speaking countries as well as the Greater China region.

We work for our customers as consultants, coaches, facilitators, trainers and keynote speakers. In our 

projects we accompany organizations of different industries and sizes co-creatively and individually 

on the way to more innovation, agility and self-organization.

Our team also serves us and our customers as a laboratory for new work. We work and experiment 

with models and tools of agile work and self-organization. The experience we gain influences our 

work with customers. We also regularly publish our findings through books and articles.
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How we support

We support you in your agile transformation, 
during the introduction of elements of self-
organization, the development of innovation 
management and the establishment of a culture of 
innovation and adaptability.

Consulting

We support teams on their way to more agility and 
self-organization, serve executives as sparring 
partners and accompany innovation projects and 
large-scale change projects.

Coaching

Together with you, we organize hackathons to 
push ideas forward, plan and facilitate large-scale 
workshops on key topics and create inspiring 
networking events for internal and external 
participants.

Events

With interactive impulses and exciting key 
notes on the topics of innovation, agility, self-
organization and new work, we inspire your 
employees and support your events.

Key Notes
In our trainings we share tools and approaches of
innovation and agility as well as modern 
approaches to leadership. Our training programs 
lay the foundation for a culture and mindset of an 
innovative company.

Training

We facilitate your workshops to develop relevant 
scenarios, set up new strategies or create 
innovative solutions for new products, services 
and business models.

Facilitation
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Innovation

We accompany you on the way to a 

culture of creativity and innovation, 

so that you can continuously develop 

and implement new ideas and 

solutions.

Agility

Together we create meaningful 

structures for working in an agile 

way, so that your organization can 

adapt to a dynamic market 

environment.

Self-Organization

As coaches and consultants we show 

possibilities to live more self-

organization, participation and 

entrepreneurial thinking in the 

organization.

Our core training areas
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Our training approach

We believe that organizations are complex organisms and that trainings for different organizations 

need to be adapted to the context and setting of each customer. Therefore we customize and / or 

design trainings that meet the needs and goals of each customer we are working with.

At the same time we acknowledge the wish for a kind of training catalogue to get an impression what 

our trainings are all about. The trainings listed here are trainings we are giving with other 

organizations and can be adapted and tailored to your specific needs.
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Training Formats

Most of our trainings can take place as a face-to-face format. At the same we also offer live-virtual 

formats. On the one hand virtual became a requirement for some locations during the Covid-19-

pandemic. On the other hand from a learning science perspective for some contents it make a lot 

more sense to use the possibilities of virtual learning to increase participants learning results and to 

ensure the transfer into real life.

The formats will be indicated with the icons below.

All of our trainings can happen as an inhouse training for your organization. Some of our in-depth 

expert trainings are also offered as open-enrollment format for members of different organizations. 

face-to-face Live virtual
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Systematic Creativity and Innovation

Tackling previously unknown problems and developing new concepts and solutions is part of the job 

description for many. However, we often find it difficult to think out-of-the-box because we spend the 

majority of our working time working on and in our "box". Especially in creative work with others we 

then block each other, although we are dependent on each other's expertise and experience.

Our creativity training provides participants with basic principles, effective tools and a creative process 

that allows individuals and groups to systematically work towards new solutions. The methods are 

based on psychological research and have been tested in our own work and by many clients.

The highly interactive two-day training conveys the content through exercises and practical 

application to real-life topics. 
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Thinking habits of innovators

Innovation among other things depends on human beings who are able to think in novel ways and 

make connections that have not been there before. There are certain basic thinking principles that we 

will find in most innovative people. These are productive habits of the mind that Innovators 

developed.

This course is about learning, practicing and developing those highly effective thinking habits and 

really be able to apply these habits in daily personal and professional life and thus make a real 

difference.

This course is designed as a seven-week virtual learning journey.
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Habits of entrepreneurial thinking

Entrepreneurs make new solutions happen under conditions of uncertainty. The thinking logic that 

successful entrepreneurs apply is quite different from traditional management thinking and acting. 

Entrepreneurs are not only needed to start new companies from scratch. Also inside existing 

organizations there is a need for entrepreneurial thinking to start new ventures or to create new 

solutions that work. Especially if the organization becomes more mature.

The good news is that these principles of entrepreneurial thinking and acting can be learned. That 

does not necessarily turn everybody into the next Elon Musk, Richard Branson or Jeff Bezos but these 

habits make an impact in personal and professional situations where it is necessary to make new 

ideas happen.

This course is about learning, practicing and developing those highly effective habits and apply them 

to your professional and personal life.

This six-week learning journey draws from sources of entrepreneurship and innovation science as 

well as practices of agility and self-organization.
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Design Thinking

The chances of success of new products or services increase significantly if the development process is 

consistently thought and developed from the user's perspective from the very beginning. 

Understanding the central needs and motivations of the user target group also opens up new 

innovation potential.

Design Thinking is a method and an attitude of user-centered innovation that starts right here. Based 

on qualitative user observation and an understanding of known and previously undiscovered needs, 

new ideas and solutions are systematically developed and quickly and easily tested with the user.

In our Design Thinking Training (1 – 3 days), participants learn, experience and practice the Design 

Thinking process, its basic principles and the corresponding attitude. This can take place in the form 

of a classroom training or as a pure online module, depending on the needs.
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Innovation Management

We see innovation as the key to the sustainable economic success of any organization. Through 

innovation management practices, we enable our employees to work creatively towards innovation, 

create an overview of our innovation activities and coordinate our resources in a targeted manner.

This one-day training provides you with insights into building blocks of company-wide innovation 

management. These building blocks have been applied and tested by many other companies. We look 

at different dimensions of culture and structure in companies and assess the status of your own 

company with regard to these dimensions. Last but not least, we identify concrete measures with 

which we can strengthen your innovation culture in the long term after the training.
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Business Model Innovation

A business model describes how an organization creates a value proposition, delivers it to the 

customer and makes money from it. Part of a business model are the products and services that a 

company offers. However, there can be different business models for a product.

Digitalization and the opportunities and changes it brings are a key trigger for business models to 

change and for the potential for new business models to emerge.

This training (one or two days) shows how business models can be thought differently.
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Agile Project Management

Classic project planning often reaches its limits when it comes to innovation. Why? An innovation 

project is open-ended, customer expectations are not always clear, the entire development is hardly 

predictable. Careful project planning, which should keep all eventualities in view, is inflexible and 

rigid. To work without careful planning would be negligent. But distant deadlines, abstract 

requirement catalogs, countless project members in long e-mail chains and constant meetings to 

revise project goals are certainly not a solution. This is where agile project management comes into 

play.

Approaches such as Kanban and Scrum, but also individual elements from models of self-

organization such as Holacracy and Sociocracy, offer a reliable menu for agile work planning. We 

look at the meaning and purpose behind the individual approaches, the possible combinations of 

them, but also at potential hurdles and limits for your practice. In the end, we jointly find initial 

approaches to overcoming possible hurdles. After the two-day training you will have gained a 

practical understanding of the different methods without having to rigidly stick to them.
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Agile Leadership

Digitalization and the opportunities it offers are a major trigger for companies to be increasingly 

confronted with rapid change and uncertainty. Many now face the challenge of having to adapt 

effectively to these changing circumstances in a short period of time. Traditionally organized 

companies are increasingly coming up against limits with their structure, as it is not well made and 

suitable for a dynamically changing world.

We have learned that the understanding and role of leadership must change in order to rethink 

relevant structures, decision-making powers and processes. The agile world needs people who are 

willing to exemplify an attitude and leadership style that supports entrepreneurial thinking and self-

responsibility of employees.

This two-day training equips leaders with practices to excel in a dynamically changing environment.
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The Agile Organization

In the age of digitalization, the environment of many companies is changing faster and more strongly 

than ever before. The situation is characterized by increasing uncertainty and complexity. The classic 

pyramidal-hierarchical way of structuring a company reaches its limits in this context. Decisions take 

too long and the organization cannot adapt effectively enough to the rapidly changing circumstances.

The introduction of elements of self-organization that are appropriate for the company can empower 

more people and help companies to cope with increasing complexity.

With our training on self-organized structures we show that decision making through distributed 

authority works in business practice and what these changes mean in concrete terms for all 

employees.

This two-days hands-on training is based on our own experience as a self-organized consulting firm 

and the work in numerous customer projects.
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The Art of Productive Meetings

Meetings are a great pain point for many organizations. We love to hate meetings. Every working 

week we spend a lot of time in meetings and all too often we have to ask ourselves: What are we 

actually doing here? What should I do in this meeting? Couldn't that be better? The short answer: Yes, 

meetings can be a lot better.

There are principles, roles and tools that can make meetings efficient, meaningful and productive. 

Meetings can be a center of organizational intelligence to emerge. In today’s dynamic and fast paced 

world they will also become more and not less.

This two-day training introduces hands-on and practical ways how to have great meetings that 

achieve results. Applying these approaches in your organization can change your meeting culture for 

the better. 
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Innovation Facilitator Training

Complex and / or complicated challenges need a collaborative process of relevant people in the 

organization to come with solutions that work.

This collaborative process is carefully prepared and supported by an innovation workshop facilitator.

Equipped with modern tools of systematic creativity and innovation, such facilitators support 

colleagues and experts in developing new solutions. With creaffective’s in-depth five-day facilitator 

training, you get the necessary tools to prepare and moderate innovation workshops and problem-

solving meetings in your own company immediately after completing the module. You will also 

receive a compact overview of the most important terms and related concepts so that you can 

generally promote innovation in your company more effectively.
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Reach out to us!

For general information about us and our services, check our websites: 

www.creaffective.de for Europe or www.creaffective.com for Asia

You want to know how we can support you with the establishment of your 

innovation management? Or how to get our innovation team to the next level? Have 

a look at our detailed portfolio here.

You are planning the agile transformation of your company? Or you already are in 

the thick of it? And you want to make sure you’ll make it stick? We are here to help. 

Check our respective portfolio here.

http://www.creaffective.de/
http://www.creaffective.com/

